
Standing Committee on the Loyola Core (SCLC) 

Meeting Minutes 

February 17, 2017 

Present: Craig Hood, Joe Berendzen, Michael Paskavich, Ben Benus, Fr. Greg Waldrop, Jason Ezell, Sr. 

Teresa Bednarz, Lydia Voigt, Maria Calzada  

Guests: Daniel McBride,  

1. Announcements 

a. Update on LC Assessment – DAC Feedback 

i. Shared results of ETS, SAILS, and DIT post-assessment of LC. 

ii. Chairs gave very important feedback to LC about moving forward 

iii. Concern A: assessment activities need to be communicated earlier 

iv. Concern B: tie post-assessment to senior or capstone courses 

v. Along with suggestion to capstone, suggestion to tie it to graduation, perhaps 

senior testing day. Concern with getting seniors to buy-in to the post-

assessments. Need to find a way to tie activity to something students care 

about, per departments that already complete ETS. 

vi. Don’t have to be capstone, could be a part of any senior level major course. 

Departments would need to identify.   

vii. Very important to roll out information much earlier about assessment activity.   

b. Update on LC Course Section Scheduling  

i. LC met with IT and Student Records, trying to develop better data to deliver to 

department chairs to help guide long-term academic planning 

ii. IT setting up a systemic, routine program to get this information 

iii. Have distributed preliminary information to chairs and associate deans 

iv. Asked for chairs to let LC know what courses will be offered next Fall 

v. Asking for feedback on how helpful this information is 

vi. Feedback: Executive summary of the spreadsheet was more helpful than raw 

spreadsheet 

vii. Feedback: Executive summary is very important.  

viii. Concern: what do you do when you have too many faculty for these numbers, 

but not enough for these courses? 

ix. Preference is to receive numbers right at the beginning of the semester. First 

week. 

x. Hope to move into intentional discussions about course scheduling. How can 

departments deliver courses more efficiently?  

2. Review of previous meeting minutes 

a. Motion to accept, second.  

b. Minutes adopted without objection.  

3. Concerns with FYS – Memo circulated 

a. Maria Calzada and Daniel McBride presenting 

b. Need of 30 FYS at current configuration and 20 student cap 

c. Only have 18 confirmed, 13 regular and 5 Honors 



i. Several others pending 

d. CAS has continued to reach out to departments 

e. Some possibilities of bridging the gap 

i. Fall semester and offer FYS in Spring to make up balance. This was similar to 

early FYS program.  

ii. Accommodate all FYS in the Fall,  

iii. Open course cap to 25  

f. Pilot program with English, Biology, Psychology 

i. Use introductory course for specific major: example Bioinquiry 

ii. Learning outcomes for FYS satisfied 

iii. Credit would be transferred to general electives 

iv. Bioinquiry was 3 sections, around 60 students 

v. Was originally created as a FYS course, though it was not accepted by 

workgroup because it was particular to all BIOL majors 

vi. English would work on ENGL A205 to make compatible with FYS 

vii. PSYC is developing a new course that would fit with FYS learning outcomes 

g. If course cap is increased, all professors need to be informed as early as possible 

i. Also need to make sure room capacity is within bounds. Many FYS classrooms 

are designed to max at 24 

h. Offering FYS mostly in Fall was a result of enrollment drop 

i. SCAP demanded no major structural changes to Loyola Core for 5 years (now year 2), 

but any changes have to be data driven. Getting rid of FYS is likely a major change.  

j. Possibilities: increase course cap would mean FYS needs 5 or 6 sections in Spring 

k. Possibilities: Pilot program handles all students in Fall  

l. Concern: Pilot program would change definition of FYS program. Could create advising 

programs if more majors began to participate.  

m. Concern: Assessment – would need pilot participatory courses to be open to ETS pre-

assessment as part of Loyola Core  

n. Feedback: students express much more positive response to FYS than intro Loyola Core 

courses 

o. Concern: how do we calibrate resources to sustain FYS project? When you lose a faculty 

member who taught 2 sections of FYS, replacing that loss requires resources.  

p. Concern: are numbers taking account of Honors students? Yes.  

q. Option A: Raise cap to 25; activate pilot program with BIOL, PSYC, ENGL; run all FYS in 

the Fall. Additional courses may be made available to decrease course cap. 

r. Option B: Have about 500 students take FYS in Fall, remainder in Spring, increase course 

cap.  

s. 6 in favor of Option A, 2 in favor of Option B 

i. Please ensure that BIOL, ENGL, and PSYC address FYS outcomes and include a 

day for ETS assessment for incoming students 

ii. Is there a way to find out why students like FYS better than regular Loyola Core? 

Ask that to be a part of course evaluations.  

iii. Draft syllabus for pilot courses. Note from department chairs that courses fulfill 

FYS criteria 



 

4. Course Proposals 

a. RELS 200 level online Christianity and Culture (revised) 

b. Addressed explicit connection with Loyola Core Competencies 

c. Expressed that culture is of religious culture, highlights references to religious texts   

d. Does an online course need to be approved by an Online Committee? Committee not 

that formalized. Give professors standards, wait until course is approved and then work 

with the professor.  

e. WILEY is with Nursing program, very organized. Online Committee isn’t coordinating on 

that.  

f. There was faculty training for online courses last year. Bednarz has some idea on what 

online courses are trying to do.  

g. Focus isn’t on learning outcomes, is more about “how it works online.” How students 

think when they’re accessing the course online.  

h. Are there any connections between Loyola and AJCU online standards? Unknown. 

Dugan and Peyton. University has the emergency procedures to deliver course content 

online for all courses.  

i. AJCU came to campus and did some training on how to build online courses 

i.  Invite Online group to SCLC meeting to talk about offering more courses online.  

j. Motion to accept course, second. Accepted.  

 

5. Other Business 

a. Motion to discuss AJCU online course standards on the next SCLC. “AJCU Online 

Pedagogy”  

b. Susan Brower is chair of Standing Committee on Online Education 


